Acridine orange interaction with DNA: Effect of ionic strength.
The study of acridine orange (AO) spectral characteristics and the quenching of its singlet and triplet excited states by TEMPO radical at its binding to DNA in the function of the DNA concentration and in the absence and presence of NaCl is reported. The study was performed using steady-state and time resolved optical absorption and florescence, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and resonant light scattering techniques. The presence of different species in equilibrium: AO monomers and aggregates bound to DNA, has been demonstrated, their relative content depending on the DNA and the AO concentrations. At high DNA concentration the AO monomers are protected against the contact with other molecules, thus reducing the AO excited state quenching. The addition of NaCl reduces the AO binding constant to DNA, thus reducing the AO and DNA aggregation. The interaction of AO with DNA is a complex process, including aggregation and disaggregation of both components. This modifies the AO excited state characteristics and AO accessibility to other molecules. The salt reduces the DNA effects on the AO excited state characteristics thus attenuating its effects on the AO efficacy in applications. This study demonstrates that the interaction of photosensitizers with DNA, depending on their relative concentrations, can both decrease and increase the photosensitizer efficacy in applications. The salt is able to attenuate these effects.